As a university student, you have a lot on your mind. Do you want...

- ...to improve your math and stats skills?
- ...to become a better and more confident writer?
- ...effective strategies for improving your academic English?
- ...highly effective, peer-run, weekly study groups for select UTSC classes?
- ...to know why Academic Integrity matters to you?
- ...support for class presentations?
- ...a hands-on course/community placement?

Take your academic skills to the next level!

Survive and Thrive Checklist
Choose what works for you!

- Take the Academic English Health Check diagnostic test (ELDC)

Get help and support through:
- Communication Cafés (ELDC)
- Writing clinics (TWC)
- Math drop-in help sessions (MSLC)

Take a new course/review course material:
- Do an on- or off-campus placement in CTLB03 Introduction to Service Learning
- Take CTLA01 Foundations in Effective Academic Communications
- Try the Online Math Preparedness course (MSLC)
- Use WebOption Lecturecasting to review selected course lectures

Collaborate with peers by:
- Attending Facilitated Study Groups (FSG)
- Working with a writing peer (TWC)
- Signing up for the English Language Development Facilitator Training Certificate program (ELDC)
- Exploring how you might become a peer/facilitator in these programs!
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Flip the page to find out more...
THrive and take your academic skills to the next level!!

**English Language Development Centre**
- Academic English Health Check (AEHC)
- one-on-one ELD consultations
- workshops & Communication Cafés
- Personalized Academic Reading & Writing (RWE)
- Vocabulary Expansion Accelerator
  uoft.me/eld

**Math and Statistics Learning Centre**
- online or in-class Math Prep Course
- daily drop-in sessions led by experts
- student centred workshops/seminars
- individual tutoring
- online homework support
  uoft.me/mslc

**Service Learning Placements**
- on-campus placements with university professors
- off-campus placements with community organizations
- real-world application of your academic knowledge
  uoft.me/slo

**Presentation Skills**
- workshops
- online resources
- practice sessions
  uoft.me/presenting

**The Writing Centre**
- one-on-one consultations with tutors
- feedback on your writing before you hand in an assignment
- drop-in appointments
- seminars
- online guides, tools and tipsheets
- writing groups and peer support
  uoft.me/twc

**Facilitated Study Groups**
- structured, weekly study groups for select UTSC classes
- share study strategies
- compare notes
- strategize for exams
  uoft.me/fsg

You have a lot on your mind. Use these free services offered by the Centre for Teaching and Learning to get yourself to the next level.

Level up here: www.utsc.utoronto.ca/ctl